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From the Desk of the Director ….
 
I am delighted to know that the students of the Computer Science
Engineering Department of Dr. B. C. Roy Engineering College Durgapur, have
come out with the idea of publishing one e-magazine using their innovative
ideas, conceptualisation of problem-solving skills, power of knowledge and
overall capitalising the valuable inputs that they acquired from the learned
faculties through their master-class teaching. At this difficult period of time
due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and the prevailing situation wherein the
students are compelled to stay at home due to lockdown imposed by the
Honourable Prime Minister of India, this is of course a commendable
initiative of the students. It is
well-known that there are many emerging areas like IoT (Internet of Things);
Cloud Computing; Data Security Management; Cyber Security, Data Analytics;
Artificial Intelligence and data matrices; Robotics & Automation; Soft
Computing; Risk Management; Google Cloud; Big Data; Cryptography, which
need special attention and deep-insight knowledge for understanding their
implications and applications.
 
If students can focus on such areas with logical approach, whatever be the
gravity, it will definitely help them to grow further for acquiring refined
knowledge in coming days. 
 
The Students have already attended plenty of online classes using Zoom and
Google platforms along with virtual labs, ppt presentations and lectures of
eminent academicians through YouTube videos which have definitely
enriched them with creative ideas, knowledge and understanding for
innovations that will definitely be activated through this e-magazine and
would act as a platform to express such ideas into reality and its
dissemination.
 
  I sincerely congratulate all the students who have generated the idea of
publishing this e-magazine and at the same time, wish that this e-magazine
will be popular amongst the readers to achieve its due recognition. 
 
I extend my good wishes for its popularity and success.
 
  
 
 
 
Dr. Pijush Pal Roy
Director
Dr. B. C. Roy Engineering College, Durgapur

In this unctuous, narcissist and
intolerant world, each creative mind is
a ray of hope. YOU are significant. Your
ideas, Your conception matters. Not
everyone is supposed to understand
you. Not everyone deserves to. Only
expressing it through any form of
creativity can convey your notions to
others.   
There’s evil and darkness all around,
but no matter how much negativity
creeps in, stay strong, clutch on to a
good book, hum tunes that enriches
soul, develop a new hobby, find good
peers, strive hard to fulfill your dreams
and one fine morning you'll find
yourself waking to the brightest
morning of your life. If you see
someone without a smile, pass on
yours. "It is easy to hate, it takes
strength to be gentle and kind." Every
individual on this planet deserves
respect and unconditional love.
Everybody's pain, everybody's joy is
significant. Everyone is gifted. Our
Magazine 'EMPTY ARRAYS'   is a step
towards celebrating the individuality
and chauffeuring you to positive aura
for a few moments . May it bring
immense pleasure and joy.
 
We fill up the voids with gratifying
oeuvre and are determined to send all
the fund raised to the ones in despair
and deep agony which is not possible
without your support.

ABOUT EMPTY ARRAYS

EMPTY ARRAYS   Magazine   is an
independent tech magazine which has
created a space for individuals to
express their notions in all aspects
wherever they find that they can
embellish their own notions. Hence the
magazine brings dynamically allocated
arrays for a good purpose.

MISSION AND VISION
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Summary

INTRODUCTION

Abstract: 
The novel coronavirus, Covid-19 started from
Wuhan, China has spread across the world
and caused global pandemic at an alarming
rate. Covid-19 is a single-stranded RNA virus
and it causes severe respiratory disorders.
Covid-19 mostly affects lungs causing
pneumonia and other organ failures have also
been reported. Millions of people had already
been infected, hundreds of thousands have
died and billions had faced lifestyle impacts
because of this virus outbreak. Here in this
article, we have described the situation of
the present-day scenario of the virus
outbreak in different regions and how well
the countries are prepared to face the
challenges. To analyze the trend of the
infection we have developed a Deep Learning
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) which
can predict future impacts of the virus based
on recent data.
 

1.
 
The novel coronavirus, Covid-19, is a single-
stranded RNA virus which belongs to the
coronavirus family. The virus got its name
from Corona Virus Disease 2019.

Phase-1: In this phase, the virus is only
limited to immigrants.
Phase-2: In this phase, the virus has
spread to the ones who have come in
direct contact with the carriers of the
infection.

The virus has been first found in the city of
Wuhan from Hubei Province in China. The
virus belongs to the coronavirus family in
which SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. SARS-CoV
causes Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
and MERS-CoV causes Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome. The virus was first
detected in December 2019 by investigating
sudden upsurge in the number of pneumonia
cases in the outskirts of Wuhan. The
infection is airborne and can transmit from
human to human with droplets. And this is
among a major reason for the last outbreak of
the disease. By the end of January and onset
of February, the virus has reached several
other countries.   Soon after the outbreak,
different places of the world undergone
partial or complete lockdown and people are
home quarantined to avoid any form of social
gatherings to stop the spread of the virus.
 
The spread of the virus outbreak is divided
into four dynamic categories.
 

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S U B H R A N G S H U  A D H I K A R Y  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R
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Phase-3: In this phase, the virus can
spread from ones those were infected
from immigrants.
Phase-4: This phase is the epidemic phase,
where the transmission happens among
the community.

 
To avoid social gatherings, schools, colleges,
offices have been shut down globally and due
to which there is an exponential drop in the
global economy and many countries have
already entered the phase of recession where
people lose their jobs due to economic crisis.
 
Machine Learning algorithms from the past
few decades have become a very powerful
tool for analyzing many trends and develop
classification models. Neural network is a
form of machine learning model which is
inspired by neurons in our brain. In this
form, the signals are processed in multiple
nodes which eventually lead to an output. In
this article, we have used a popular form of
machine learning called Convolution Neural
Network (CNN). CNN was made especially to
work with images, however, they are found
to perform great with series prediction too.
We have used the CNN model to predict
cases of confirmed Covid-19 patients and
deaths due to the same.
 
  2. LITERATURE REVIEW
 
In [1-16], authors have provided general
treatments for Covid-19 patients. They have
mentioned that nutritional intervention has
proven to be effective to fight against the
disease. Vitamin A, Vitamin B, Selenium and
multiple other nutrition information are
mentioned which boosts the immunity and
eventually helps to fight against the disease.

In the same paper, they have specified
treatments like Protease Inhibitors,
Chloroquine, Emodin, Promazine, Arbidol,
Nelfinavir, Nitric Oxide, Remdesivir,
Lopinavir/Ritonavir (Keletra), Estradiol and
Phytoestrogen, Mucroporin-M1. These are
the compounds which have been found to
show positive results in Covid-19 patients.
 
It might be because of the necessary
antibody program for each youngster. The
RNA‐virus immunizations and the adjuvants
in antibody projects may assist kids with
getting away from the disease. Hence, the
RNA‐virus‐related immunizations including
measles (MeV), polio, Japanese encephalitis
infection, flu infection, and rabies‐related
antibodies, could be utilized as the most
encouraging elective decisions to prevent
human‐to‐human transmission through
vaccinating medicinal services labourers and
non-infected populace also.
 
  3. METHODOLOGY
 
Different open-source datasets have been
used to compile this article. The data has
been cross-verified from widely accepted
sources like from the sites of the World
Health Organization, Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, Food and Drug
Administration and more.   The prediction
model had been done on data available until
7th May 2019. The confirmed cases dataset
have been split with 67% in the training set
and 33% in testing set and for death cases,
the dataset has been split into 75% in the
training set and 25% into validation set.

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S U B H R A N G S H U  A D H I K A R Y  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R
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Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
 
An Artificial Neuron was developed inspired
by the human brain. In this type of machine
learning model, the inputs are multiplied
with weights and added biases and the
outcomes are sent to multiple other hidden
layers before it finally reaches an outcome.
 
f(x)=g(WX+b)                               …(1)
 
Here, (1) is the simplest form of an artificial
neuron, also called perceptron, where X is
the input matrix, W is the weight matrix, b is
bias and g(x) is an activation function that we
will discuss later in this section.
 
This weights and biases are first initialized
with random values, and then the cost
function is measured by changing values in
weight matrix to observe which weight
elements, bias or which perceptron in the
network impacts output the most.
 
A cost function is the summation of all the
squared differences of expected output and
observed output in the output layer. The
ultimate goal of the neural network is to
reduce this cost function to achieve optimum
results. A cost function is given by,
 
 
 
Where n is the number of nodes in the
output layer, x is the expected output and o
is the output from the output layer.
 
An activation layer is often used to introduce
non-linearity into the network. Common
activation functions are Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), Hyperbolic Tangent (tanh), Sigmoid,
etc.

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is given by,
 
g(x)=max {0,x}       …(3)
 
Hyperbolic Tangent is given by,
 
 
 
Sigmoid function is given by,
 
 
 
Convolution Neural Networks is a popular
form of learning model which was primarily
designed to work with images. What it does
is it extracts different properties from the
image such as boundary edges within the
image, different Gray Level Correlation
Matrix, Covariance Matrix, different masks
and multiple other features.
 
However, out of all these features, there
could be many unwanted features as well. So
the most useful features are extracted out by
a process called max pooling.
 
After this, the activations (or processed
inputs) are passed through several layers
until they reach the output layer. The
weights are then optimized by optimizer
rules. Some common optimizer is Adam,
RMSprop, Adagrad, etc. The process is
repeated by changing weights and biases in
rounds called epochs and it is continued till a
consistent global minimum of loss or cost
function arrives.
 
Although the Convolution Neural Network
technique is specialized to handle images,
these are also very effective with handling
series data.

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S U B H R A N G S H U  A D H I K A R Y  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R
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   4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
The fight against the Covid-19 is a serious
issue and it is totally up to the health sector
which can ensure the longevity of the
citizens. From the statistics reports till 2017,
Japan has the highest number of hospital
beds per 1000 people averaging to around
13.05 beds per 1000 people population. This
is one of the reasons for quicker control over
the pandemic in Japan. Followed by Japan,
South Korea has 12.27 beds per 1000 patients.
This also has a direct correlation with
quicker control over the pandemic in South
Korea. Next in the list is Russia, it has 8.05
beds available per 1000 people. Along with
this, Russia performed the highest number of
Covid-19 tests on its citizen. With a
maximum of 12841.5 tests per confirmed
cases took place in Russia on 6th May 2019.
This sum up to reasons for stable control of
the virus in Russia. Comparably India has
0.53 hospital beds available per 1000 patients
according to 2017’s reports. Overnight build-
up of hospital beds over many regions of the
country took place from February onward.
Besides having a lower number of hospital
beds available, the upsurge of confirmed
cases has been restricted because of
nationwide lockdown.

From statistics available for 2016, we have
observed that Austria has the highest number
of physician available per 1000 population,
that is 5.23 per 1000 citizen. Switzerland has
next highest number that is 4.248 physicians
per 1000 population. Italy is third on the list
with 4.01 physician per 1000 population.
Although ranking 3 on the list, Italy’s health
system collapsed due to Covid-19 and this is
because of a sudden upsurge in the number
of confirmed cases. With a limited ventilation
system, they couldn’t assign life support
system on too many patients at a time. India
has 0.758 physicians available per 1000
patients.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Covid-19 Trend Analysis with Convolution
Neural Network (Deep Learning):
 
We have built a Convolution Neural Network
Model to predict the upcoming situation of
the number of cases and number of deaths
around the country. From the beginning of
the infection day, we have used the first 67%
days’ confirmed cases count in training and
other 33% for testing. Similarly, from the
first day of reported death caused due to
Covid-19, we have used the first 75% days’
confirmed death count for training and the
other 25% for testing. We have used India’s
report for the analysis and obtained an
accuracy of Root Mean Squared Error of

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S U B H R A N G S H U  A D H I K A R Y  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R

Fig. 1. Number of hospital beds available per 1000 people around the
world as per 2017

Fig. 2. Number of physicians available per 1000 people around the
world as per 2016
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8.023 over validation set for confirmed cases
and 10.352 for death cases. With help of this
model, we can predict upcoming trends of
the infection based on previous data.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ASPECTS
 
The Covid-19 is a serious threat to humanity
and we have to self-quarantine ourselves to
avoid contamination as there is no specific
cure available, prevention is the only way to
deal with it. We need to avoid human to
human contact until a cure is found.
Scientists and doctors trying their best to
find a vaccine or an antiviral drug which
would be selectively effective against Covid-
19 with minimal side effects. Even after the
discovery of the cure, it would still need
several tests on human subjects before
making it available to the world. In this
article, we have discussed the present trends
and situation of all the countries around the

world and their potential to fight against the
disease outbreak. We have discussed the
number of hospital beds and physicians
available per 1000 patients. Also discussed
how countries like Italy even with having a
considerably strong healthcare facility still
collapsed to fight against the disease and also
discussed how India is still fighting
effectively with the virus with the nationwide
lockdown.
 
From the Deep Learning Convolution Neural
Network Model we have built, we can predict
the future trends of the contamination based
on the present-day scenario so that we can
take necessary measures to counteract the
virus outbreak. The model could be used to
train statistics of any country and by that, we
can predict the spread of the infection and
estimated deaths caused by Covid-19 in any
given country. With the help of this
prediction model, we can estimate upcoming
impacts from Covid-19 confirmed cases and
deaths caused by it so that we can take
necessary measures to contain the virus.
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Fig. 3. Estimated Covid-19 confirmed cases prediction with Deep Learning
Convolution Neural Network

Fig. 4. Estimated Covid-19 confirmed deaths prediction with Deep Learning
Convolution Neural Network
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Summary

Kaspersky declared that India is one of the
top five most affected countries by
ransomwares. And India is also the third
most affected country by wannacry
ransomware. If we talk about other hacking
attacks India will be there in the top 10 most
affected countries. Very small scale Malware,
Adware, Spyware attacks also happen to
India every single day. So the question comes
here is what makes India so much vulnerable
to all the hacking attacks.   so today we will
discuss what makes India so much vulnerable
to the hacking attacks: 
 
1) Lack of knowledge about Internet
Security:  Only a few people of India have
proper knowledge about Internet Security.
The majority of Internet users don't have any
proper knowledge about Internet Security. In
most places of India, Internet Security is
totally neglected. Even some companies,
businesses also totally neglect the factor of
Internet Security. 99% of Indians don't even
know about ethical hacking. For then hacking
is only a crime and there is no such thing as
ethical hacking. Most people know about
hacking, but no one knows about it correctly
and a very few people know how it’s done full
stuff to be secured from an attack, first you 

have to know how the attack is done. If you
know how a hacker can still use ATM PIN,
then you will be more cautious about that
matter.   That’s also how the field of Internet
Security works.  if you know how a  Malware
or ransomware can get into your device you
can be secured from it.   if you know about
your vulnerability,   you can repair it. But
because most people don't care about
Internet Security they don't even try to know
about these things. So the main reason about
ransomware attack is lack of knowledge
about Internet Security. 
 
2) Visiting malicious websites:  We Indians
love free things, like free movies free music
and that's also why we search a lot of movie
and music downloading sites.   Most of the
movie the music downloading sites can get
you a Malware or a ransomware.   Most of
these kinds of sites you somewhere type of
advertising medias.   And most of these
advertising media shows you ads about some
Flash Player update or some PDF downloader
or some video converter. And they can
automatically download Malware and install
it into your device. Visiting these kinds of
that website is also away a Malware or a
ransomware can get into your device.
 

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S A M R A T  D U T T A  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R
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3) Not updating Windows & using pirated
Windows:    Now as I previously paid, Indians
love free Things. That's also why Indians use
free Windows, also known as pirated
Windows. If you are using pirated Windows
then you can't update it. And when you can't 
update your Windows, you can't get to catch
against a type of Malware.   So when a
Malware attacks you, you get under its
control very easily.
 
4)  Not using antivirus software: Most
people don’t use any antivirus software.   So
that PC is so much vulnerable to all the
hacking attacks.   Free antivirus software
doesn't really work so if you want to make
your computer not vulnerable to all the
hacking attacks you should always use paid,
authentic antivirus software.  Conclusion:If
we want to make India not vulnerable to all
the worldwide hacking attacks, we have to
educate people about Internet Security.
Because proper knowledge about Internet
Security is now so much necessary then it
was before.   The stereotype media and news
channels also don't forward this topic
frequently, so they actually need to cover of
this topic more frequently to properly
educate people about Internet Security.
Knowing about Internet security and ethical
hacking if the only way we can save our
devices from hackers.

 

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S S A M R A T  D U T T A  |  C S E  2 N D  Y E A R
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Summary

In computer science, an ideal intelligent machine
is a flexible ration agent that perceives   its
environment and takes action that maximizes it’s
chance of success. Thus it was assumed that if a
machine could mimic human behaviour like
learning planning etc. It’s chance of success would
increase and this thought gave rise to a new field
in computer science called Artificial Intelligence.
In technological field, it is used in many fields: 
 
Natural Language Generation: Artificial
Intelligence is able to produce text from computer
data and it is currently used in customer service,
report generation etc.
Bio-metrics: It enables more natural interaction
between humans and machines which ultimately
increased marketing efficiency and is currently
used in market research.
Artificial Intelligence – Optimized hardware:
Under   this field, graphics processing units and
appliances are specifically designed to efficiently run 
Artificial Intelligence oriented computational jobs.
It has many other uses in technological fields but
it’s use in daily life because of which the life of
citizens have become much easier can’t be
ignored. Some of such applications are:
Smart Cars: Smart cars which is the current project
of google will be able to look at the road ahead of it
and makes decisions based on what it sees.
Purchase Prediction and Fraud Detection: large
retailers like target and Amazon are making a lot of 

money by anticipation our needs and making
predictions about the demands of different
projects thus increasing their profit margin and
increasing convenience for customers. At the
same time, it is often deployed to monitor
different types of fraud as in many cases
computers are given a very large sample of
fraudulent and non-fraudulent purchase because
of which they can detect fraud.
 
Smart Home Devices: Many smart home devices
have ability to learn about our regular habits and
act accordingly. For ex. A thermostat which
follows our regular routine and sets the
temperature accordingly lighting device which
observe our habits and preferences and can adjust
themselves like brighter for cooking, dimmer for
watching T.V etc.
 
Hence, it can be concluded that Artificial
Intelligence has improved our standard of living
and further development in this field can solve
many problems like disease diagnoses, drug
discovery etc. The technology is aiming to create
a super human intelligence but at same time many
ethical question are arising . So, under such
circumstance besides focusing on development
are should also focus on setting a legal
frameworks to prevent it’s malicious use so that it
does not cause any devastation to mankind. Hence
it is not wrong to say   “Artificial Intelligence is a 
boon  when used legally and for well being of
mankind.

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S A N K I T A  R O Y  C H O W D H U R Y  |  C S E  1 S T  Y E A R
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Summary

For centuries the sky above us and going
beyond it has been attracting us towards
itself. Man has overcome the time when we
were just thinking what might be above to
really gone above till earth was left behind.
Now somewhat we know the idea that above
there is nothing but an endless space. And
this space surrounding us is our Universe.
And this universe has fascinated a lot of
people towards its unfolded mysteries.Year
1922, Edwin Hubble and a former mule driver,
Milton Humason made an observation in
Mount Wilson which stated clearly the
universe is expanding. With reference to the
basic theories, time and space are said to be
related. Time began 20 BYA (billion years ago)
with the birth of the Universe from the
bursting of a cloud of gas and dust (Nebula).
The evidence of the existence of nebula has
been found. But the space we see is a picture
from the past. The stars we see may not even
exist at the present time. Space-Time is not
the same for all. Since the universe is
expanding and dynamic, time is as arbitrary
here as the universe itself. Maybe half of the
universe has already clashed and we wouldn’t
even know because those corners may be
millions light years away. 

One of the most assumed hypothesis is that
the universe doesn’t have a centre. Wherever
you stand you are standing in the centre of it.
Since the Universe keeps expanding you will
never be able to measure it now for sure. And
this is why time is arbitrary for different
frames of references. 
Now if we see it from this point of view, time
keeps moving in a forward direction. And if
time moves in a forward direction, travelling
in time to go into the future can be possible.
Since time travels in a forward direction, one
may go to the future but wouldn’t be able to
get back to where he came from because that
will be past then, and time doesn’t move
backward.Now the question arises how we
can go in the future. As we know the universe
is expanding and time is arbitrary, using the
concept of special theory of relativity, if one
travels into a different frame of reference
with the speed of light which might be a few
light years far. His time in the spaceship will
slow down to negligible, because he will
move with speed of time. 

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S B I D I S H A  M O N D A L

S p a c e  T i m e  P a r a d o x
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And when he gets back to earth years would
have passed and all his friends may have
grown old (interstellar space concept). But
there is no way for him to go back in the time
he had come from that is past and future
would be present now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let us take an example of two spaceships
moving in space following two different
trajectories. After initially being in the same
position spaceship 1 follows a straight line
with the speed of light and spaceship 2
continues the motion on it’s hyperbolic
trajectory. Again when they stop in the same
distance from their start but distance apart
from each other in space, spaceship 1 would
be able to see spaceship 2 but spaceship 2
won’t be able to see spaceship 1 because time
doesn’t move backward.
Now if we think about the stars we see at
night. Looking at them is like looking at the
past. Since time is different for all, there
might be things still witnessing the formation
of the universe and may be someone out
there witnessing its clash right. The
possibility that someone might be witnessing
earth’s end is as much of a truth right now as
we are witnessing a supernova burning down
to a dwarf star. So basically our space time
allows us to go into the future we cannot see
but not into the past we can see. And this is
called space time paradox.
 

 

E M P T Y  A R R A Y S B I D I S H A  M O N D A L
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Summary

Causes of Addiction:
 
1. Any addiction occurs because
that activity releases dopamine in our brain
cells, which causes in us a sensation of
happiness. This dopamine is responsible for
any motivation of doing work, if dopamine is
completely removed from our body, we
wouldn’t even be able to eat our food which
is kept in front of us, just because we lack
motivation. So, when one tries to resist an
activity that causes an addiction, the amount
of dopamine that our brain was previously
getting from that activity is stopped, as a
result our brain retaliates causing in us
cravings.
 
2. So, even if one consciously tries to resist
addiction, his subconscious mind causes in
us cravings for that activity from time to time
in different forms, this makes it very difficult
to leave an activity.
 
How to overcome an addiction:
 
1.Period of Subconscious effect (21 days): To
changes the neural connections we must
actively resist the activity, in whatever ways
possible.

1. Factors involved in Addiction:                      
i.Trigger: Any environment, or situation or time
that particularly incites you to do the activity
of addiction.

                                                            
ii. Pre-Requisites: Things that are required to
complete your activity of addiction

2. How to deal with factors of Addiction?        
i. Associate that trigger with some other
activity, for e.g lets say hanging out with
friends who smoke cigarette motivates you to
smoke a cigarette, stop hanging out with them,
not for much long but continuous 21 Days. Or
be stubborn about not doing that continuous
activity for 21 days at whatever cost.

                                                            
ii. Increase the cost of pre-requisites, let’s say
you have an addiction for smoking, and there is
shop, just out of your place. Make yourself a
pledge that even if you buy a cigarette you will
buy it from a shop which is at least 2 km away
from your place and that too just one, not a full
packet of it. Why? Because this increases cost
of activity, and our lazy brain will try resisting
activities which need hard work.
 
iii. Try giving your brain some other source of
dopamine, do or eat anything that makes you
happy except that activity, eat chocolates, do
some dance, play some music, or even reading
a book, try doing anything but that activity for
continuous 21 days.

 
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S D I B Y E N D U  D A S
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Summary

Have you ever wondered what talent lies within
you? Do you know who you really are? Your talent
and passion pave the path toward your real
destiny.
Surprisingly most of us never really identify that
amazing talent which is dormant within ourselves.
The thing that no one can do better than yourself,
and you enjoy doing the most is your talent.
 
How to Identify Talent?
 
When we start anything new, the first thing that
comes to mind is "What People Will Think!". Yeah,
it's truly hard to do something new when you face
peer pressure. 
How to avoid it then?
It’s simple, don't let others know what you plan to
do. Let them only see your success. By this, you
can avoid destructive criticism or demotivation
and get that appreciation you deserve.
Now, what you should do is go to your room, shut
the door so no one would interrupt and there’s no
one who would judge you. Here you are the
performer and you are the audience. Take out
your smart phones, capture the moment. And
every now and then compare your own
performance. 
Think of all the things that no one can do better
than you. Test yourself alone whether you can
mimic your favorite song or actor or draw your
favorite Anime Character. 

Or see whether you love to read or write. Take
out your smart phones, capture the moment. And
every now and then compare your own
performance. 
After a while, read blogs or watch tutorial videos
to upgrade your understanding. Talent when
added with continuous improvement, over time it
becomes mastery. And once you master a skill,
only one who can defeat you is you, yourself!
 
How to Utilize Talent?
 
Now that you know about your talent and
mastered it, think big. In this digital era, have
your own Facebook fan pages or own YouTube
channel or start your own blog. Display your art
in front of the whole world.
If you don’t get enough response, don’t worry,
figure out what your audience likes about your
performance. Read more and more till you
discover that surprise element which people
would go crazy for.
It takes time. It takes years of extreme dedication
and preparation before every overnight success.
But when it happens, you will have your own
fame, popularity, prosperity and above all, you
will have self satisfaction. You will rediscover
yourself!
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Summary

The entire history of India's struggle for
independence from colonial rule is related
with the story of bravery, courage, struggle
and sacrifice of the freedom fighters of the
country. We all are very familiar with names
of such great personalities as Mahatma
Gandhi, Subhas Chandra Bose, Jawaharlal
Nehru, Abdul kalam Azad, Lala Rajput Rai,
Bhagat singh and so on. But no one
remembered women freedom fighters who
also played a vital part in this freedom
movement. During the revolt of 1857, women
of the ruling class came together along with
men to fight against British rulers. Two
names as such Rani Lakshmi Bai of Jhansi
and  Hazrat Mahal, Begum of Oudh brought
about a revolution. The young Rani of Jhansi
fought valiantly against the British and even
her enemies admired her courage. Begum
Hazrat Mahal also took an active part in the
defence of Lucknow. She played a major role
during Indian's First war of Independence.
She led a band of her supporters against the
British and even able to sieze the control of
Lucknow. She was not only a strategist but
also fought on the battlefield. Rani Lakshmi
Bai was an outstanding example of heroism
and superb leadership. Holding the reins of
her horse in her mouth she used two swords
with both the hands. The role of women in
freedom struggle is extremely significant. 

The women in brigade were very active. They
shouldered critical thinking responsibilities
such as held  public meetings, organized
picketing shops, foreign alcohol and articles,
sold khadi and actively participated in
National Movements. They bravely faced the
baton of the police and went behind the iron
bars. Hundreds and thousands of Indian
women dedicated their lives for obtaining
freedom of their motherland. The sacrifice
made by the women of India to make the
country free occupies and hardships to earn
us freedom. Sarojani Naidu was one among
them. She was also known as “cuckoo of
India”. She campaigned for the Montagu
Chelmsford reforms, the Khilafat issue, the
draconian Rowlatt Act and the satyagrah. She
was not only a renowned freedom fighter but
was also a distinguished poet. With the
foundation of the Indian National Congress
in 1885, Indian National Movement took a
new  turn and more and more women began
to take active part in it. In 1890, Swaraj
Kumari Ghoshal, a women novelist and
Kadambini Ganguly, the first women
graduate of India attained the INC meeting as
delegates. During the partition of Bengal in
1905, even the traditionally home centered
urban women started taking part in political
agitation with great enthusiasm. 
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During the days of swadeshi movement, they
marched in political procession. Among those
who played an active part were Urmila Devi,
the widowed sister of C.R.Das, Basanti Devi,
wife of C.R.Das, Durgabai Deshmukh and
others. Women’s participation in active
politics increased further when Mrs. Annie
Besant started Home Rule Movement in 1916.
Indian freedom movement attained a
new  dimension when Ghandhiji entered into
the political scene. Women of educated and
enlightened families as well as those from
rural areas joined Ghandhiji in his non-
cooperation movement. After 1920, women
participated in public demonstrations, faced
lathis, tear gas, bullets and languished in the
jail for the cause of Indian Independence.
Many women of Nehru family joined the
freedom movement. The mother of
Jawaharlal Nehru, Swarup Rani Nehru
cheerfully gave her husband and children to
the country’s cause and she herself old and
frail entered the fray at its thickest. Another
courageous women whom we remember in
connection with the Quit India Movement
was Matangini Hazra, a peasant window of 72
yrs. She displayed exemplary courage when
she led a massive crowd marching to capture
the Tamluk Thana in Midnapur District. She
was shot by the police and fell down dead
holding the flag of freedom in her hand. Apart
from non-violent movement, who played a
significant part in armed revolution and
terrorist activities. In 1932, Bina Das shot the
governor of Bengal, Stanley Jackson. In the
same year, Pritilata Wadddedar, along with 15
other members of INA attacked European
club at Chittagong. Thus women fearlessly
participated in violent and non-violent
movements. In the Indian National Army,
whose supreme command was in the hands
of Subhash Chandra Bose, there was a
separate regiment consisting of 1000 women
called Jhansi Rani Regiment.

While on one side, women fought for
independence, on other hand they also  set
women’s organizations to improve their
social, legal and economic positions, the
most outstanding of which as All India
Women’s conference formed in 1927. Workers
like Annie Besant, Kamala devi, all worked for
welfare of women. The list of women who
participated in the freedom movements is
impressive and they simultaneously fought
for freedom, upliftment and emancipation of
members of their community.
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Summary

The name Coronavirus or Covid-19 has
sparked an immense fear among people as
the virus has spread globally and affected a
huge amount of people. Beyond contagion
and deaths, the spread of the Coronavirus
has led to stock-market crashes, surging
financial volatility, decreases in nominal
interest rates, and contractions of real
economic activity. 
On January 11, the government in Wuhan,
China, reported the first known death from
an illness caused by the virus, which had
infected dozens of people.  The first national
lockdown was announced in India from
March 25th onwards till April 14, and since
then everyone low-key knew that their lives
ain't going to be the same for a couple of
following months. The lockdown was then
further extended till 3rd May, but given the
rise in cases one cannot be too sure of
leaving their homes anytime soon. We're now
running in a race against time to fight the
deadly virus which has changed our lives
completely. People are scared and terrified to
visit outside their homes since the virus is
transmitted through contact. Shopping malls,
cinema halls, local markets are experiencing
no crowds. The rumours being spread
through social platforms is causing tension
among the people too.

HOW TO KEEP YOURSELF SAFE? 
Now the question arises is that how one can
keep themselves safe in this crisis. 
Here are a few do's and don'ts which one can
follow to prevent the spread of COVID-19:
• Clean your hands often. Use soap and water
or an alcohol based hand-rub i.e. sanitizers. 
• Practice social distancing from people
especially the ones who are coughing or
sneezing. 
• Don't touch your eyes, nose or mouth. 
• Cover your nose with your bent elbow or
tissue while sneezing or coughing. Don't use
your hands. 
• Stay home at all costs unless it's an
emergency. 
• Seek medical attention asap if you have
fever, cough or difficulty in breathing. 
• Don't panic and avoid unneeded visits to
medical facilities. 
• Use of proper face masks while going
outside to keep yourself safe. 
• DO NOT believe or forward every piece of
information being circulated throughout
social media as most of them are rumours
and cause nothing but panic among the
readers. 
• Do not let your parents go out and do the
grocery shopping because the virus affects
the people most who are older. 
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Be responsible and learn to handle the
responsibilities.
 
WHAT TO DO THIS QUARANTINE? 
Now while everyone is quarantined at home
and has plenty of time amongst their hands,
one wonders what to do with them. If one
thinks about it, there are plenty of options in
our hands. 
Here are some of the options listed which
you can do to make most of your time:
• Family time - one of the major lessons one
can learn from this pandemic is that life ain't
certain, so it's important for all of us to make
the most of it by spending time with our
loved ones. 
• Drawing. 
• Playing board games. 
• Learn a new language. 
• Online courses for students and adults
available on various platforms such as
Coursera, Udemy etc. 
• Connect with friends whom you weren't in
touch with due to busy schedule. 
• Netflix and chill - we all wanted to binge
watch our favourite shows and now is the
perfect time to do so. 
• If you have good writing skills you can
always write articles, for example to spread
awareness of a situation or review of a book,
and post them online. 
• You can do some part time jobs like
transcription or any freelancing stuff. 
• You can learn a new instrument. 
• You can read novels. 
• Plan out your future. 
• Try some DIY stuff. 
• Learn cooking. 
• Help your parents with household stuffs. 
• Practice yoga at home to keep yourself
healthy.
 • Start a blog. 
• Play video games. 
 

• You can go after your hobbies and many
more stuffs which pleases you and makes you
happy.
 
Ever since the pandemic has started it's hard
to focus on anything. People are uncertain
about their lives as they are not sure when
the virus will grasp them under its claws.
From checking the number of infected cases
and death tolls again and again to living in a
constant fear of catching it themselves,
one  is always scared and hence distracted
and unfocused. In these tough times one
shouldn't loose hope and live every other day
to it's fullest and make the most of it.  In
these moments of crisis people can do most
to help the society by staying at home, one
can also help out by making donations of any
amount to the relief funds and camps which
help out the workers and poor by providing
them with food and other necessary stuffs
which can get them through the
lockdown.  The vaccine to the Coronavirus is
yet to be found and the medical officials are
working day and night to find the cure. We
should show an immense amount of support
and respect towards the doctors and workers
who are working daily in order to keep us
safe. We should support the decisions taken
by government officials and stay safe at all
costs. 
 
"After every dark night, there's a brighter
day" ~ Tupac Shakur 
 
We just got to wait for the sun to shine upon
us again and pray that this global pandemic
comes to an end soon. Till then everyone
should stay at their homes and keep
themselves and their loved ones safe.
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Summary

Days were fading out fast,
Darkness engrossing everything,
And yet another day passed
Fear coming in,
And Something is about to happen….
Bad
Very Bad
Time ticking by
Tick-tock… tick-tock… tick-tock….
 
Three days earlier….
Days were getting grim day by day. Don’t
know why but for the last few days I am
getting a bad feeling. It’s kind of creepy.
Maybe it’s some kind of premonition but its
giving a feel that something bad is going to
happen soon. And it’s coming. 
This happened few weeks earlier. Lanes
keeps on getting deserted day by day. I was
not getting why. I asked my parents but they
were also clueless. 
One day I was strolling in the outskirts of our
city which is few kilometres away from my
home. I saw it was getting dark. I thought of
returning back but suddenly I saw lots of
police coming towards me. I got puzzled.
They dragged me to a house made of glass
and asked me to stay indoors. When I
entered I saw majority people of my locality
in that house. I even saw my parents too. 

I ran to them. I asked them what is
happening but they were clueless. I observed
the people. They were all clueless and
panicked. I can’t think of anything. 
Mayor of our town came by and told us all
one hell of news. Scientists were doing
research and by any means they got some
signals from space. They didn’t mean to
spread panic among public so they kept this a
secret till date. According to them there can
be an attack today.
Attack? From whom?
We were all surprised and full of questions.
Then the shocking news reaches us. The
attack will be from aliens.
“What?” came question in unison from almost
all? Aliens? Attacks? But why?
Mayor informed us that they had no clue why
this is happening or what to do. All they did
was build this house made of special material
which hoped to be saving us from the attack.
Since our town has very less population
so almost everyone was brought to this
house. My mind was not working. There were
full of questions. Why is this happening?
What these aliens want? Why are all these
happening? Was I right? Was my bad vibe bad
thinking coming to true halt? I was not
getting my answers.
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It drew completely dark outside. Not a single
light was lit in the hope that these enemies
do not get to see us. We know nothing about
them. We don’t know what we are fighting
against. All we can do was taking precaution.
All were holding their breath and waiting. Not
knowing what else to do. 
So, the whole town stayed there waiting for
the uncertain threat to come. And then it
happened.
With a large bang we saw a large spaceship
drop at the ground and almost immediately
huge number of large headed figures started
running towards the town.
We all were seeing them from this special
house hoping they don’t sense us here. But
we were not that lucky. A small boy cried out
of horror seeing those figures and the last
figure from the troop came to a halt
instantly. It turns its head slowly towards us.
It hooted and all the figures that were still
running came to a halt. Then each of them
gathers around the first one. We were
holding breathe till then. Our police officials
standing at the front. Since this house was
made of special glass we thought it will
withstand the attack. At least bullet attacks.
Suddenly a bullet came running and pierce
the glass hit a man. In that very moment we
all get one thing. We are dead. The man fell
with a thud in his own pool of blood.
“Run for your lives” shouted the mayor.
Panic started filling in public. Everyone was
trying to escape that house because we got
that is not safe anymore. 
I with my parents started running away from
the alien troop. There were bullets
everywhere. And as I was running I tripped. I
fall and as I look behind I saw a gigantic
insect like robot coming to attack me. It was
huge. I was dumbstruck. I couldn’t move.
I was just lying there seeing the creature
coming to me. Suddenly someone shook me
so hard that I came back to reality.
 

It was Sam. He was half dragging me to be
away from that robotic insect. I somehow ran
with him and soon came across my parents.
We saw an abandoned three storied house.
We ran upstairs and was resting a bit when
we saw two people coming out from two
sides of a long veranda. We discovered that
we were been trapped in the middle of the
veranda. One of them asked us in a very
weird voice “what do you want?” 
I got suspicious. I looked at the other man
and saw that he was about to attack my
father. I shouted “papa run” and we started
running. Pushing the other person we ran. I
and my mother saw a big hole in one of the
walls and jumped out from there.
As we jumped and ran a few metres away we
saw the whole building fell down. We were
worried what happened to papa and Sam but
soon after they also join us. We got that
those two were hypnotised.
Just then we saw around and saw that the
whole surrounding is destroyed. Buildings
were on fire, trees uprooted. It was an
apocalypse.
But one good thing was that the aliens were
gone. They were not to be seen anywhere
now.
Hundreds of questions were there
unanswered. Who were they? From which
planet they came? Why they attacked and
what they wanted?
We know nothing.
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HYPOTHETICAL
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S

If thoughts wouldn’t have arisen then you couldn’t have received this magazine
on your palm. Tiny thoughts step towards a giant invention. And this section an

empty array for these kind of ideas and innovations.
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Summary

The household stuffs are getting exhausted and
people are unable to go to the markets.
Even if someone is going out ,they are facing the
police.
Moreover there is always a risk of getting
affected by virus as we don’t know in market who
is coming from where .
Every one is not using mask and proper
preventive measures.

Problems faced: 

 
What is IoT?
 
The Internet of Things, or IoT, is a scalable and
automated solution that has seen explosive growth
in other industries such as automated
manufacturing, wearable consumer electronics, and
asset management.
 
IoT consists of several functional components: data
collection, transfer, analytics, and storage. Data is
collected by sensors installed on mobile, end-user
hardware like phones, robots, or health monitors.
Then, the mobile data is sent to the central cloud
server for analytics and decision-making, such as if
a machine requires proactive maintenance to
prevent unexpected breakdown or if a patient needs
to come in for a check-up.

The current applications of IoT during
COVID-19: 
Currently, IoT is already used to manage some
aspects of the COVID-19. For example, drones are
already used for public surveillance to ensure
quarantine and the wearing of masks. AI has also
been used to predict future outbreak areas.
Using IoT to ensure compliance to quarantine:
  IoT can be used to ensure patient compliance
once the potentially infected persons enter into
quarantine. Public health personnel can monitor
which patients remain quarantined, and which
patients have breached the quarantine. The IoT
data will also help them track down who else may
be exposed due to the breach.
Using IoT to manage patient care: 
 The scalability of IoT also comes in handy for
monitoring all the patients who are high-risk
enough to warrant quarantine but not serious
enough to warrant in-hospital care. Right now,
the daily check-up of the patients is done
manually by healthcare workers who go door-to-
door. In one reported instance, a healthcare
worker had patients standing in their apartment
balconies, so that he could fly a drone up to take
their temperatures with an infrared thermometer.
With IoT, the patients can have their
temperatures taken and upload the data with
their mobile devices to the cloud for analysis. This
way, healthcare workers can not only collect
more data using less time but also reduce the
chance for cross-infection with the patients.
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Bolt IoT Module or Arduino -- 1unit
5 v D.C. motor for wheels     -- 4 units
Gps adapter                         --  1 unit
Spycamera                           --  2 units
5v Power Bank                      -- 1 unit
9v Battery                             -- 1 unit
Speaker                                 -- 2 units
Led                                        --  variable
5v 1 channel Relay switch      -- 2 units
Groceries holding tray          -- 2 units

This product can be spread easily to all people
over the world by social medias such as
Facebook and through printed media that is
newspaper and posters.
This iot device not only work during this
lockdown period but also it will also save
several minutes of a person.

IOT BASED COVID-19 CAR: 
My idea is to built a IoT based car that can go out
easily during the period of lockdown as it does not
have any risk of being affected by covid-19. The
actual appearance will not be so much big but it
will have the capacity to carry any kind of
groceries that a family needs for 3-4 days. The
owner will have to control it sitting at home. It will
have a camera fitted that allow the owner to see
the whole world sitting at home with out any
contact of others. This IoT based car will also have
the facility of UPI payments, it will scan the QR
and payment will be settled. The API of the module
will be connected to Aarogya setu, Google maps,
BHIM UPI and Google assistant. If the owner does
not know more about IoT then he can just give
commands to Google assistant and the IoT based
car will function according to it. If the car comes
closer to any affected person detected by the
government the buzzer will make sound through
the Aarogya setu app server.And all total the cost
of this IoT will come under nearly Rs.2500.
 
Components Required for the IoT based Car:

These are the basic components required to make
the IoT based car.
 
Marketing And Perspective:
 

As the costing is not so high any one  (family)
can afford it.

 
FUTURE ASPECTS:
 
The underlying technology and the IoT
components that can be leveraged to enable a
healthcare system to deal with disease outbreaks
already exist. This device can also be fitted with
Alexa, which would be more costlier but easy to
use. Now at present this will be battery
operated to maintain the cost but can also be built
with solar cells which will just need the solar
energy and internet to function.
For the current situation to maintain proper
quarantine this IoT device is enough to fulfill
common people’s daily needs.
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Summary

Essentially, a drone(quadcopter) is a flying
robot that can be remotely controlled or fly
autonomously through software-controlled
flight plans in their embedded systems,
working in conjunction with onboard sensors
and gps. It is used for surveillance , traffic
monitoring, military, used in a wide range of
civilian roles ranging from search and rescue,
delivery services etc.
 
We are going through very difficult time now.
In such a situation we all need food and
medicines because those are the necessity
things. So often we all have to go out to buy
food and medicine in lockdown. When it
comes to buying all this items many people
are not maintaining social distance in the
shops. As a result the chances of being
infected by the virus(COVID-19) are
increasing. However, police are doing their
duty very well but many people are getting
exemption by showing excuse of going to buy
food and medicines when they don’t need it.
In this case if people buy food and medicines
through online it will help us a lot. Where we
don’t have to go to the shops and we

don’t need to gather. But their also a chance
to infected by the delivery boy because of his
duty he may contact with so many people by
his deliver. In this situation if we use Drone
for deliver then it should be better. Where
people can buy vegetables, grocery items,
medicines buy order those things in online
and drone will deliver all those things to the
owner which will collect from the nearest
shops and all the process will controlled by
the software as zomato and swiggy are used.
In this way no one will be able to show the
excuse to the police to go out for buying
those things.
If we use this medium for a few days and
maintain the lockdown properly, Then we
will be able to overcome from this situation
very soon.
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GAMEZONE
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S

The world is heading towards virtual reality and at this moment if you get a
leisure you would rather love to indulge yourself into an activity where are more

likely to get trapped into the urge of complete missions that will fetch you
rewards and maybe fame as well. This section is an empty array for the ones

who would love to say about this type of addicting activities named game.
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Summary

"What are you doing? Playing games all the
day? Will playing games give you food to eat?
Now stop this non sense and do your studies
properly."
 
Welcome to India. Gaming is bad, gamers
don't interact with the outer world, it
destroys our studies as well as our future, it's
like a drug which killing youngstars and
pushing them in the wrong direction, make
them sick both mentally and physically, make
them toxic and   even rage out sometimes.
Well, everything has good and bad in it. We
just have to find the good part of the thing
we love. Of course over doing anything is
bad. But Indian parents   honestly hate
gaming! So gaming in India has alwasys been
tough for us. Beacause the games of the
present time is much more envolved and has
an another level of graphics designed. To run
such game a computer need high end
specifications which most of the youngstars
don't have. And their parents never gonna
buy a high budget computer just to play a
game which is a time waste for them. 

Actually nothing is time waste. Everything
you do is something you learn, and there is
no end of learning. Well I'll be talking both
the good and bad sides of gaming today, and
will also try to make both you and your
parents understand the facts.
 
First the good sides. To all the parents, with
all due respect, if your child is playing any
particular game with full his attention and
dedication, and he is playing it really well. He
isn't wasting his time at all. Just think it as a
sports(Gaming is called e-sports though). It's
just like the other extra-curriculer activities
you want your child to learn, like cricket,
football, swimming or even drawing or
programming. What is the future? There is a
thing called ESL or E-Sports League. Just like
IPL, it's the tournament of games. Where
players from different places come and
compete each other in a particular game and
win several prizes and trophies. Apart from
these, those multi-national companies who
make these nice games, they recruit gamers
for testing their new games.
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And there is another platform called
Youtube, where they can build their own
identity themselves. But all the moms and
dads, I totally agree with your thoughts,
because you are the elders, you have seen
much of the life than us. Everybody can't be a
professional gamer cause not evryone has
the same potential. My request is for you just
to look after the dedication of your child. His
dedication will say how far he'll go. And I'll
say one thing from my own experience, it's a
better drug than the real ones.
 
And now the bad sides, and obviously it's for
you guys who thinks you can be a gamer.
Look I'm an Engineering student of 
 Computer Science. Now you must be asking
what's that for? We don't wanna know what
you study for? Do you play games? Are you a
gamer? Ok, so what I just said is my primary
identity, remove all that CSE(B. Tech.) stuff
over my head, you'll find a guy who's trying
so hard to prove himself as a gamer! But trust
me, I've been trying this since last 4 years.
But you know the fact is, to do anything you
need something, even to breathe you need
air. And one thing, nothing's free in this
world. You either buy it, or steal it, or, WIN
it! I'm from a middle cast familiy and I've seen
the struggle of our parents. They work so
hard all the time just to see us happy, to give
us a bright future. They might will give you a
good spec pc as you want but do you think
you can make something out of it in the
future to give it back to them? The journey
isn't that easy. If it was so, people would've
been envolved in it lately. Every good thing
you see about gaming is of foreign countires.
Our India isn't that much developed yet. We
don't even have our own proper community
or industry. So think wisely what you can do
in future. 

As you see me my 1st target is to get a good
job, only then I'll get something to make
anything in gaming. I hope you guys will feel
me. Choose the right path.
 
Gamers aren't bad. There are several names
in India too who have succeeded in their
gaming career. Dynamo Gaming, Mortal,
Scout, Hydra Flick, V3nom.... and many...! A
good news is, the current gaming industry in
India growing so fast that in the near future
we'll see India in international e-sports.
There is a website named Liquipedia, it's just
wikipedia for gamers. You can find several
Indian names their, representing our
country. Beside all this, there are a few
positive sides of gaming:
•Better Problem-Solving Techniques: ...
•Sharpened Hand-Eye Coordination: ...
•Enhanced Critical-Thinking Capabilities: ...
•Improved Motor Skills: ...
•Better Decision-Making Skills: ...
•Enriched Social Skills: ...
•Magnified Team Work Contribution: ...
•Heightened Concentration...
 
And then, toxicity and rage. It's not the game
that makes us toxic, it's the small things that
prevents us from playing the game, that does.
Bad internet connection, software issue,
hardware issue, in built bugs of the game,
and lastly 'noob' team mates. Noob is an
usual form of "Newbie" which means who is
new or beginner in the particular platform. If
the game isn't good enough, we shouldn't be
playing it again and again, but we do. So it
means the game is really good and we love to
play it all day!
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Summary

"Soccer as we know it has changed! Dream
League Soccer is our chance to build the best
team on this planet. Recruit our dream
players and upgrade from the default
stadium provided, to our new desired one
and take on the world with online player as
we progress. Dream League Soccer is
downloadable for free in both play store and
i.o.s version. Brought to us by First Touch
Games Ltd. and it is one of the most trending
games in sports category. It is rewarded the
badge of editor’s choice and rated 4.4 stars
(3.9 stars in gameplay, 3.9 stars in graphics,
and 3.8 stars in controls) for its unique
features , till now has got 100M+ download
and has got FIFPro licensed source. It has a
real time gaming experience, high definition
and stunning 3D graphics, within a
downloadable memory of 350MB. Dream
League Soccer is provided with both online
and offline mode. When the game is launched
we get three modes career, multiplayer and
events. We are provided with various menus
like exhibition, team management, and
stadium these are available offline. Whereas
when we go for competitive multiplayer
gaming experience clicking the menu
multiplayer or events for participating in any
world league or against any

friendly match against an individual. We are
even provided with options to make
strategies through options like formation,
role and another option to choose whether
the game would go on in an attacking,
moderate or defending strategy. During the
game play, the opening gives an inner
enthusiasm to the player through its warm
up sessions and exact movement of the
players. Whether we focus on scoring goals
or maintaining the possession or even if we
focus on substitution of players this give us
an on field experience.
But if we put stress on the negative aspects
of this great of work. We will get lots of
advertisement while we opt for the online
mode during the game goes on in its full flow.
Even situations come when we are just one
shot away from scoring a goal, which may be
the turning point of the match and right at
that point an ad comes, which you can
imagine how irritating it can be!. Another
demerit, we cannot start the online mode
with our own data connection, a wifi
connection is strictly recommended which is
not possible for all, and it is one of the
reasons why this game doesn’t stand on the
same line with other famous games like Pubg,
FIFA, and Free Fire.
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Summary

"Mobile games video games computer
games-yet a lot more games games are also
trending popularity of digital India among
the young minds rather the Youth of India.
In fact it plays a very strong role in the young
minds.
The fact of getting REVIVE from his/her
team members after being shot to death by
an opponent member creates an immense joy
of happiness more than getting the 1st rank
holder in the class or than hanging out with
friends by bunking classes. 
Player unknowns battle grounds this stands
for PUBG. It  stands by more than an
addiction for people. standing by the road
side sitting in a bus stand or by sitting in a
cafeteria people starts playing with the help
of their cell-phones.road-accidents or many
more instances can take place which reduces
the life-span of the individual.
PUBG Corporation is a subsidiary of
Bluehole, a south Korean development studio
and publisher of video games. In fact the
software uploading PUBG is making the
creator more rich, isn't it? 
The games genre battle royale was inspired 
from the Japanese title film Battle Royal in
which a large number of students were taken
to an island and were told to battle against
 

themselves and to be the sole survivors. 
For some it is merely a game and for some it
has became a key to livelihood .People are so
addicted to this game that they are leaving
their studies and are running behind the
Winner Winner chicken dinner tag.
It hampers the careers of the young minds
and further creates a virtual imaginary world
in the real life scenario.
They can be played in leisure times.But
taking the advantage of the emotions the
young minds have for it make the dishonest
people active in the arena of corruption.
Many people are funding money for
organizing the contest and have started a
new local business out of it. So, by now
people should be safe and be saved by
utilizing it more carefully and also utilizing
the rest of the time in useful works will make
it more useful than usual.
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PHOTOZONIC
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S

Whenever we pass through an eye catching moment it
feels like storing it forever. Other than encompassing it into your heart you
have options to portray it in the form art or photograph. This section is an

empty array for those who love to hold on to moments forever.

A B O U T
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TOP 5 PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOZONIC

EMPTY ARRAYS
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Arijit Panda
Harsh Verma
Barun Satpati

Amit Roy
Rishi Raj

1.
2.
3.
4.
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TOP 5 SKETCHES

PHOTOZONIC

EMPTY ARRAYS
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Arpita Santra
Suranjan Haldar
Pratyush Mondal

Barun Satpati
Swagata Roy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



IMPROVISATION
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S

This section is a way by which the editors wanted to reach to your handswith
some articles you would love to read.

A B O U T
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Summary

In the beginning of the last century, two new
streams of physics were introduced. A special
relativity and quantum mechanics. The first
came in the hands of Einstein in 1905. The
characteristics of any object running at a
speed near the speed of light can be
explained by the help of special relativity.
The other section comes in a contemporary
way through the work of several physicists;
Planck, Einstein, De Briley and Schroedinger
were among them. The need for quantum
mechanics is to explain the small particles,
such as molecules, electrons. But, if the
electrons are less than the speed of light,
then this theory is possible to explain their
characteristics. Therefore, to explain
the  characteristics  of two separate worlds,
two different theories were created.
Their  characteristics are  very different.
Consequently, it was not straightforward to
calculate the speed of an electron moving at
the speed of light, by matching these two
theories.  In 1927, this problem was being
observed by British
Physicist  Paul  Adrien  Maurice  Dirac. Finally,
there is a solution to this problem from his
thoughts. Dirac shows that the need to
understand the theory of electrons in motion
near the speed of light is needed to have a

new equation, which we now know as
the Dirac equation. 
Understanding the  characteristics  of
electrons around the speed of light requires
the "Dirac equation". Therefore, through the
Dirac equation, the combination of quantum
mechanics and special relativity is adjusted.
But there was some strange solution to this
Dirac equation, which was not in the simple
quantum theory of  Schrodinger's  equation.
For example, from this equation, it is known
that there is a prototype of negative element
electrons - positron - whose mass is equal to
electrons, but the charge is positive. The
possibility of having such particles is a great
success of Dirac's equation. In 1932, Carl
David Anderson identified this particle in the
cloud chamber. However, in the end, Dirac's
equation was not enough. To understand the
electrons near the speed of light, it is
necessary to catch photocopies and electron
interactions under the same theory. In doing
this work, Quantum electrodynamics was
born, which is one of the most successful
theories in the field of physics. As a result,
different types of Dirac's equations and their
solutions are not experimentally tested.
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About twenty years after the discovery of
Dirac's equation, a Canadian physicist Philip
Russell Wallace was researching graphite.
With graphite, we get through the most well-
known pencil lead. In childhood, we learn
about graphite as the most familiar form of
carbon.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The graphite structure is very similar to that.
Chemical bonds are very strong among the
carbon molecules on the same floor.
However, there is no tie between the carbon
molecules of neighbouring plates.
While Wallace was theoretically researching
graphite, experimental research progressed a
long way. For example, Indian physicist K. S.
Krishnan has done some important work on
graphite. It is known that heat or electricity
conductivity is not the same in every
direction in graphite.In this situation,
Wallace was doing theoretically researches
on the movement of electrons in graphite.
With a method called 'tight-binding model'.
The method starts with a 'lattice'. Lattice is a
fixed dot on a regular distance. For example,
below is a two-dimensional lattice picture:

Wallace showed that if minor ties in the
graphite plates are ignored, then electrons
on each floor adhere to the "Dirac equation".
If the position of a moving electron is limited
to the points of these lattices, then its
dynamics can be written as if it is bouncing
from one point to another point. As soon as a
point is destroyed its neighbour points are
being created. In short, this is the 'tight-
binding model'. I do not go into details of
how this model is produced, but it is
applicable to any lattices. Wallace has put
this model on the planes of graphite, which
has a hexagonal lattice. He showed that if
there is a slight tie between the graphite
plates, then if one ignores the electrons on
one floor, then follow the Dirac equation.
Yes, the Dirac equation, which was
discovered around the speed of light, for a
fast, freebie electron! Wallace's work shows
that on the plane of a graphite similar to the
equation, the electrons bound for the
hexagonal lattices. Although the speed of
electrons is only 1/100 fractions of light
speed.However, the whole thing was so far
on a theoretical level. In the graphite, there
are layers of flat layers, who separates  one
layer then? Keep in mind that if you get the
Dirac equation, the bonds must be zero in
the layers; Wallace showed that impossible to
obtain Dirac equation if the bonds are not
dropped.  Manchester, England, 2004: André
Geim and Konstantin Novoselov transformed
their theoretical imagination into reality.
They are able to distinguish only one level
from the skeleton of the graphite, by
scratching  the graphite with scotch
tape(cello tape). A layer on which the carbon
molecule is sitting in the corner of the
hexagonal lattices. This is what we know as
'graphene'.
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Their breakthrough paper was published in
'Science' in 2004. According to this study and
some of his subsequent actions, electron
movement between graphene is very
different from ordinary metals. And to
understand this electron movement, we have
to take help of the Dirac equation. As a
result, the theoretical and experimental
dense material of physics or condensed
matter physics, a new world opened in two
stages. In the world of microscopic theory
that the Dirac equation first came in, he
could not be tested experimentally. Because
of any experiment of microphysics, both
photons and electrons come together in the
same category. There is no problem with the
speed of electrons in 'graphene' which is
much lower than the speed of light.
Secondly, 'graphene' (or inside any dense
object) electron affects each other. Dirac
wrote his own equation for an electron that
ran near the speed of light. What will change
the 'free' electron of 'Dirac equation' if
influenced by other electrons, is a whole new
topic of research.
Graphene brings a breakthrough in
experimental research on "Dirac
Equation"However, the most important
aspect of Graphene is that, as a result of
'graphene', there was a way to easily test
experiments on the prediction of the Dirac
equation. 

There is no need for huge testing for these
tests, the laboratory tables and equipment of
general universities are sufficient.
 
But, if this equation is actually reflected in it,
then why would it be astonishing? Because
there are some features of this solution that
make the researchers of the provost of
quantum mechanics even more astonished.
Let's talk about one of them.
After two years of writing the Dirac's
equation, Swedish physicist Oscar Klein
noticed a strange thing. If an obstruction is
made on their way to the electron (briefly,
'Dirac electron'), which abides by the
equation, they behave unusually.
Now, what is normal, it needs a little
explanation. In classical or everyday familiar
world, if you throw a ball towards a wall, you
do not have to drill too much, to tell what
will happen. If the ball's height is lower from
the height of the wall, it will come back and it
will move out if the height of the wall is
lesser than the height reached by the ball.
Quantum world does not work like that. In
the quantum world, a slow electron is
interpreted by the 'Schroedinger's equation'
of electrons. When solving the trigonometric
equation of an obstacle, it can be seen that
the electrons have a possibility of electrons
on the other side of the barrier (see the
picture below). The probability of this
phenomenon is very low when the electron's
speed is very low, but not null as the classical
world ball. It is called 'tunneling' and it is
possible only in quantum world.
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Tunneling in the Quantum World:
 
The possibility of finding an electron can be
compared to the amplitude shown in the
picture (actually, equivalent to amplitude^2).
If the wave did not enter the opposite
direction, it would have meant that the
electron did not cross the barrier.
Although very strange, a familiar picture
about this nature can be made. If the
electrons have a very low energy rate, and
many such electrons can be pushed in an
obstacle, most of the electrons will be stuck.
Very few electrons can be found in the
opposite direction. If the kinetic energy is
higher, then more electrons can be found in
the opposite direction. In a word, increasing
the speed of electrons increases the chances
of obstacles.
Although it is different from the familiar
world, the theoretical physicists are used to
be accustomed to the Quantum World. Dirac
electrons hit the root of this film. Oscar
Clayne showed that if the barrier is thin
enough, all the electrons can cross it!
Whatever the height of the barrier, if the
electron gets in straightforward obstruction,
then it will overcome the obstacle with a
hundred percent assurance. As if there is no
obstacle! It's just different from what we see
in the normal world, the opposite! This is
called 'Klein paradox'.
This strange nature of the Dirac Electron was
not tested before experimentally. It is
possible to do this on the laboratory table
with the help of 'graphene'. And initially, the
indication is that this unmanageable
movement may actually be, though it still
requires many experiments to prove it.

So what happened?
 
It can be said that graphene is the first
example in the world of solid things where it
is possible to verify a single equation written
before long in a different context, by
examining it on a table by taking out particle
physics from the world of matter.
 
And in the world of solid physics, a new
direction has been exposed. There has been a
lot of research on the effect of the
interactions of electrons in general metals.
But the difference between 'graphene' and
electron and general metal electrons differs
greatly. We have seen, in order to understand
the electron of 'graphene', it is necessary to
use  physics with  a velocity near light's
velocity. A whole new direction in the study
of solid physics that can be applied to the
interactions between those electrons, which
abides physics with a speed near the light's
speed.
 
So, undoubtedly, 'graphene' has created a
fuss in the cosmic science world.
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PLACEMENT TIPS
E M P T Y  A R R A Y S

This section holds answers from some of the well placed seniors of our college
who were interviewed to help us make our future a better one with some great

tips and tricks.

A B O U T

Rayan Das

I build scalable infrastructure at Scroll.in, currently working with the team building ScrollStack.
 

https://rayandas.in
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1. When should we start an internship in
college years?
 
Someone should start hunting for internships
after the first year itself. If you're someone
having some knowledge about programming
before starting your degree, you better focus
on coding from the first semester. Prepare
your resume. (simple and one page). Sign up
yourself on LinkedIn, Internshala. Make new
connections on LinkedIn, ask them if they
have an opening for an internship, ask them
to refer you.
Programming languages: It depends on
person to person. Though I will suggest, start
learning Python from a very early stage.
Logic build-up is very important.
Programming languages are just different
syntaxes. You can implement one logic using
many languages. Programming is not what
you can mug up. Work on a project on your
own. If possible make it Open Source, push
your codes to GitHub(Git is very easy and
important if you're attempting for Software
Developer roles). This way you can show
what you've done while applying. Be
prepared to face loads of questions regarding
your project.
 
2. From where should we do internships?
Are there any govt. institutions to conduct
any internships and will they provide any
sort of stipend?
 
I will say get out of there, join a startup at
Bangalore/Delhi as an intern for maybe 3-6
months. You'll get a decent amount of
stipend too. (but you have to be prepared to
apply in startups. They only seek knowledge.
Not your semester marks.) Find people
working on startups through LinkedIn, visit
the career page of a company to see current
openings.

3. How should we present ourselves during
an interview? Are there any online
internships available? Are those reliable?
 
Interviews are generally formal discussions
about your interests and works. Better to be
confident and honest.
Regarding online internships, those are
called remote internships. There are
organizations that offer remote internships.
This is not as easy as it looks. You have to
coordinate with the team through chats,
video calls from your home. If you can work
for them remotely or not this is a big factor
for them. So getting a remote internship is
not easy but possible. Google conducts an
internship program every year for college
students called GSoC(Google Summer of
Code). There will be many organizations
having multiple projects. You have to
propose a project to those organizations, and
tell them how your project helps them to
grow their product. If you get selected you'll
get a chance to work for them for 4 months
and a mentor from their organization will
guide you throughout the program. You'll get
a stipend for 3000 USD (which is approx
2.2lakhs). For more information visit their
website
https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/
 
4. What basics an individual should know to
get an internship in their specific fields?
 
What companies expect from an intern is, the
basics of Computer Science should be
cleared. This includes basic programming
patterns, data structures, and algorithms
basic, OS, and Networking(Sometimes) and
obviously, you should know how to use Linux
or Unix like operating systems.
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5. What are the extra skills required other
than the college curriculum for a proper
job?
 
The college will ask you to code in that old
school blue screen Turbo C++. First of all, you
have to choose your code editor. VS
Code(easy for beginners) then comes Vim,
Sublime Text, Emacs.
Second, search for simple projects(that can
be writing operating systems or web
development or solve your problems by
simplifying them using programming). Better
to do it on your own. Or you can ask one of
your friends and collaborate on that project.
Things take time. So if you get stuck
somewhere, don't quit. Keep digging Google
for similar solutions like yours. Do read a lot.
you should know perfectly what you are
doing.
Third, write code as much as you can while
learning. It's like maths, it gets better by
solving problems.
 
6. How was your interview experience?
 
Every interview rejection was a lesson for
me. I saw what is lacking in myself, started
improving those and got better day by day.
 
7. What difficulty did you face?
 
I did face a lot of difficulties. I am lucky that
my parents are so supportive. I was not
eligible for any on-campus placements. I got
depressed, Started using Linux, strengthened
my data structures and algorithms, came to
Bangalore, and started searching for a job. I
was rejected by 15-20 companies approx.
Most of them were product-based companies
and startups, few were MNCs too. And then
one day I got an email for TCS online test. My
father forced me to attend the test

 (because I hate TCS so much), I was not
prepared for the aptitude test at all. I was so
frustrated those days that I remember, I took 3
weeks off from studying and started watching a
TV series called Narcos. My daily routine was
eat-tv series-eat-sleep. Though I will not
encourage anyone to do this. TCS placements
test was between those three weeks. I cracked
the online test and followed by two interviews
and ended up at Trivandrum for training. I was
there for 2 months approx. Took a long break,
enjoyed life, then came to Bangalore after
training and after a few months I again started
preparing to leave TCS and join a company
where I can code and do what I like to do. I
worked on a few Open source projects, and
built 3 projects on my own. everything using
Python, Django/Flask, PostgreSQL, HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, Docker, Nginx. And then I got an
offer from a Mumbai based startup called
Scroll.in to join their tech team as a Software
Engineer at Pune. Currently, I write Python
there on top of Flask and building a scalable
infrastructure for a new product. It's yet to be
launched.
 
8. How did you start your preparation?
 
I started reading about a lot of things, decided
to do a project. I attended so many tech
conferences to meet with people, to make
myself realize that there is a lot of work to do
and so many things to work on. I have met so
many like-minded peoples at conferences and
we are friends now.
 
9. What and where you learned new
technologies?
 
I learned Python by reading documentation and
solving new problems every day for one month.
Learned Data Structures and Algorithms,
System Designing on YouTube by Gaurav Sen.
Most of the things I prefer learning by reading
books or official documentation (available
online).
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Thanks
F O R   R E A D I N G .

Please do not spread pirated copy of this magazine and encourage buying this magazine instead.
100% of the revenue generated from this magazine will go to charity.


